
Privacy protection 10mm tempered frosted glass for shower room

Something about frosted glass:
In recent years, frosted glass as a hazy art glass, decoration for the space added sense of beauty.
Frosted glass, also called acid etched glass, sand blasted glass,obscured glass,etc.it is use of ordinary flat
glass (clear float glass,ultra clear float glass,tinted glass,etc)by mechanical sandblasting, hand grinding or
hydrofluoric acid dissolution and other methods to surface treatment into a uniform surface made. As the
surface rough, so that  light generated diffuse reflection, light and not perspective, it can make indoor light
soft and not harsh.

Frosted glass can be make different design patterns based on the demand of customers,It can be
processed into a  variety of decorative patterns to adapt to the partition, the screen, home and other
decoration, because it is nice, affordable, favored by the people. Commonly used in the need to conceal
the shower room, bathroom, office doors  and windows and cut off. When used should be frosted surface
out of the window.

10mm tempered frosted glass features:
Translucent,ideal for home decoration.
Finger print free,super smooth surface.
Made of excellent quality clear float glass.
Pervious to light but not perspective.maintaining privacy
not peal or discolor like films,not scratch off like coating

10mm tempered frosted glass specification:
Glass Type:Flat and curved.
Color: clear, ultra clear, grey, green, blue, bronze
Thickness: 4mm 5mm 6mm 8mm 10mm 12mm,etc.
Size: 2440*1830mm, 3300*2140mm, 3300*2250mm etc. Any customized size
Processing: polished edges, drill holes, cut notches, tempered, laminated, insulated, etc.

10mm tempered frosted glass characteristic:
High strength
The frosted tempered glass performs well in resisting bending and hitting owing to its high strength which
is 3- 5times that of normal annealed glass. It is able to withstand a surface pressure of 95Mpa.

High safety
When the frosted tempered glass is broken, it turns into alveolate granules with obtuse angles, which
guarantee  safety to make sure human harmless, and the toughening process greatly reduces the risk of
thermal breakage to  ensure less loss.

Heat stability
The tempered glass is capable of withstanding a temperature change of 250 to 320℃ while normal
annealed glass  can only bear 20 to 100℃.

10mm tempered frosted glass application:
Frosted glass is almost everywhere in the decoration space, the backdrop, the ceiling, the table, the
screen, the  entrance, the partition, the ground, the stairs, the windows and doors, the glass coffee table,it
is widely used in the  home, the hotel, the bar, the KTV, outdoor decoration on the landscape. Frosting
glass will be indoor and external landscape through the art of decorative organic together, greatly
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improving the level of space decoration.

Frosted tempered glass shower door:

Frosted tempered glass with pattern on shower screen:

10mm safety frosted tempered glass factory and machine:



Safety packing and professional loading:




